
Bartco Lighting introduces Studio, a forward 
looking and provocative new product  
line that dynamically reconsiders the role of  
the luminaire within interior environments.  
This new product line, still under conceptual 
development, begins with the traditional 
fluorescent strip light and builds off of the 
economy and simplicity of this familiar 
luminaire through introducing modest physical 
alterations. These minimal adaptations  
create a new product identity, transcending  
the luminaires typical role of technical 
instrument. As a result, Studio offers a new  
mode of architectural engagement, investigating  
the play of light and expressive forms in the 
contemporary built environment.
  
This critical examination considers the evolution  
of luminaire typologies through history, 
intentionally deviating from known patterns of  
development with the aim of exploring new 
boundaries of design, gesture and composition. 
As a nexus of artistic experimentation, technical 
application and critical study, Studio scrutinizes 
the familiar in order to reveal new questions  
as well as new and unforeseen opportunities in 
luminaire design and spatial understanding.

STUDIO
REIMAGINING THE FLUORESCENT STRIP





TWIST

The mitered ends yield a perfect square, 
allowing end to end tandem mounting at 90° 
rotational increments. The resulting assembly 
of elements creates a twisted broken line  
that circumnavigates interior space, attaching 
to wall, ceiling and floor surfaces. Differing 
fixture lengths and finishes are imagined  
in order to further enhance dynamic gestural 
opportunities within interior space.  
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ZAG

This unique luminaire traverses two 
perpendicular interior planes as a single  
unit or can be assembled in multiunit 
configurations, creating branchlike patterns 
moving through space.  Individual fixture 
elements are imagined to be available in 
differing lengths and joined end to end  
or mid-body in order to expand gestural 
opportunities.  Further versatility is imagined 
through use of different finishes, lamp 
orientation and accessory elements.



ZAG



FILL

Fill resides at corner intersections between 
perpendicular planes, effectively undermining 
the presence of this critical architectural 
tangency. A variety of profiles are currently 
explored that offer differing shadow and  
light patterns as well as accessory options.  
The fixture is imagined to be offered  
in a variety of lengths and materials that 
accentuate its physical prominence or allow  
it to quietly recede into the architecture.  
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FREEFORM

Through dissecting common components 
within the strip, Freeform effectively dissolves 
the fixture into a series of independent 
elements that can be reconfigured in a wide 
range of patterns. This includes single lamp 
assemblies to expansive arrays that traverse 
entire elevations.  This sculptural approach 
leaves broad creative opportunity to the 
designer to reconsider luminous composition.  
Differing lamp lengths and material options  
are imagined. 
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Renderings are for demonstrative and  
conceptual purposes only. Actual  
production release specifications and  
installation options may vary. 
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With the introduction of Studio, Bartco Lighting 
honors and celebrates the unique qualities, purity 
of form, and honest intent of the fluorescent  
strip. As an economical assembly of structure and 
electrical components, the fluorescent strip has  
followed a slow trajectory of refinement in relation  
to technological advancements. As a result, it 
has remained essentially unchanged throughout 
its half century of existence. Without losing 
connection with these pragmatic roots, Studio 
infuses the fluorescent strip with a new vitality, 
repositioning and re-contextualizing this  
everyday product through simple, yet thoughtful 
alterations. By addressing the formal, material, 
contextual and gestural considerations of  
this simple luminaire, Studio frees it from the  
sameness of the past and allows a latent elegance  
to be revealed for the first time. Studio enables 
newfound expressions and geometries that engage,  
explore, and inhabit architecture as a multi-
dimensional spatial volume. Rather than replacing 
traditional luminaires, Studio defines new luminous  
potential within the built environment, ultimately 
seeking to extend the range of applications  
and possibilities for the design community.  


